
 

 

DJ Elio Astor (Rome) 

He started studying tango in 2003, he has been at the console as a tango dj 
for more than 5000 hours, during the first years putting music in tango 
festivals, milongas and encuentros milongueros in Europe and also in 
Buenos Aires where he was at the console of Club Fulgor, Nino Bien and 
the famous Salon Canning. 

During one of the traditional evenings he was very surprised because when 
he put a mixed tanda from Orquesta Fervor de Buenos Aires "al estilo de 
Carlos di Sarli", just few of the traditional dancers went to the dancefloor 
to dance. After some weeks he took the same tanda, he worked on it on 
the pc, adding hiss and vinyl effect deterioration, making it sound like an 
old vinyl. He proposed this tanda to the same milonga, which they danced 
happily.  

 
So he decided to spend his time looking at the possibilities which tango has 
to be danced on modern music, he was the first one to make a milonga 
with 100% modern music in Italy in 2008, he was the first to introduce the 
hangdrum in a milonga in 2016, he is now focusing on music production, 
he believes in a global tango music renaissance made by musicians and 
new tango orquestas, experienced djs, and open minded teachers who 
teach first steps on modern music instead retro/vintage one. 

 
SKILLS 

Working knowledge of DJ hardware, industry standard equipment, Pioneer 
CDJs, Allen & Heath mixers as well as other brands. Live digital mixing with 
Ableton, NI platforms. Studio music production. 

 

Festivals: 

o FabricandoTango Festival 
o Espectaculo Tango Festival 
o Athens Tango Marathon 



 

 

o European Tango Championship 
o Sorrento Summer Tango Festival 
o Tango[R]evolution 
o Thessaloniki Tango Marathon 
o Festival International de Tango des Illuminations Argentines 
o Tango Marathon Munchen 
o Latina Tango Festival 
o Roma Tango Festival 
o Corinth Tango Marathon 
o Encuentro Milonguero Noches de Invierno (Wien) 
o Munich TangoBiathlon 
o TangoSafari Brody (Polonia) 
o TangoCamp Riga 
o Elba Tango Festival 
o Contemporary Tango Festival (Berlin) 

 

Buenos Aires: 

o Milonga 10, Salon Canning, Nino Bien 

 


